6.2

TO:

Kent Studebaker, Mayor
Members of the City Council

FROM:

Anthony Hooper, Public Works Director
Public Works Department

SUBJECT:

Operations Center Project Update and Discussion

DATE:

February 8, 2016

ACTION
Provide direction to staff as to whether to include the sustainability package of $186,000 into
the budget and provide feedback on the total budget amount, proposed site plan, and floor
layouts.
INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND
There has been significant progress on the Operations Center Project. The City anticipates
breaking ground on the first part of this project in July pending permit approvals. The first
structure to be built will be a new wash pad/debris decant structure. This structure is needed
to allow the City to dispose of the material that is vacuumed from catch basins and picked up by
street sweepers. This structure needs to be built first because the old decant area will be
demolished to allow for the construction of the buildings. The early stages of construction will
begin on the two buildings in September (pending permit approvals).
Project Update:
•

The original 2014 working estimate was $13 million. Staff anticipates asking the Council
to approve a budget of $13,446,000 or $13,632,000 (with the sustainability package) at
the Council Meeting on April 19. After approval, this would be the first actual budget
for this project.
The working estimate was an educated guess by reducing the scope of the $17 million
project that was outlined in the defunct 2009 site plan. As an aside, it is worth noting
that even at $17 million, the previous 2009 plan lacked a significant amount of
programming and did not include any space for the Parks Maintenance program. A goal
of the study session is to receive feedback on the budget amount prior to moving
forward with the permitting process.
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•

The main building is anticipated to be constructed to the highest category available for
earthquake resistance, which is category 4. The motor pool and vehicle storage building
is anticipated to be constructed at a category 3 standard.

•

If Council proceeds with the citywide broadband project, the hardware needed to
provide internet citywide will be housed in the space labeled “data hub” in the floor
layout of the main building (Attachment 2).

•

A meeting will be held at 5705 Jean Road on February 24, 2016 at 6 pm to discuss the
project with the Bryant, Lake Forest, Lake Grove, and Rosewood Neighborhood
Associations.

•

Staff anticipates submitting for land use review in late February and beginning the
permitting process in April.

•

The buildings will be constructed with tilt-up concrete instead of the original plan of
constructing pre-fabricated metal buildings.

•

The plan has been revised to construct two instead of three buildings because the “shop
building” and “ops building” were combined into one building.

Figure 1: Side-by-Side of Existing and Proposed Layouts

Existing

Proposed

Larger versions of these layouts are included in Attachment 1.
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Sustainability Advisory Board
The project team has collaborated with the Sustainability Advisory Board (SAB) by attending
three meetings and holding an Eco Charrette, for which the Energy Trust of Oregon (ETO) has
paid the City $5,000. The Eco Charrette was attended by Councilors Buck and Gustafson,
several members of the community, Elin Shepard of ETO, and the project team of city staff,
designers, engineers, and construction managers. Out of the Eco Charrette, a list of potential
sustainability items were generated. The SAB chose six of these items for a payback analysis
and after reviewing the information, the SAB recommends that the City fund a sustainability
package of $186,000.
DISCUSSION
What is in the Sustainability Package and what is the Payback on the Items?
The $186,000 package includes:
•

$23,000 for three electric charging stations to allow residents/employees to charge their
personal and city-owned electric vehicles. Currently, there are zero “electric only”
vehicles located at the Operations Center, mainly because of the absence of charging
stations. In five years, the City anticipates replacing two hybrid sedans with plug-in
electric vehicles.

•

$25,000 for a solar hot water system. This item has a discounted payback period of 24.7
years with a 4.5% discount rate because of the energy savings of using solar heat instead
of electric for the hot water in the showers and sinks.

•

$34,000 for 20 solatubes or equivalent skylights in the office area. This item has
negligible energy savings but will allow for natural lighting in areas that are not near
windows, and therefore require less use of artificial lighting.

•

$104,000 to upgrade the Variable Air Volume (VAV) heating, ventilating, and airconditioning (HVAC) system to a Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) HVAC system. This
item has a discounted payback period of 34.3 years (with a 4.5% discount rate) by
allowing for superior zoning when cooling and heating the buildings.

The project team sees value in the items that are proposed by the SAB and endorses their
recommendation.
In addition, the design team believes that the main building is at a Leadership in Energy &
Environmental Design (LEED) silver certification standard; however, the City does not anticipate
pursuing the LEED silver certification because of the cost involved in this process.
Why is the Budget Larger than the Estimate?
The primary reason is that the estimate was purely an educated guess. Another reason is that
the contingency allotment is much greater in the current budget than in the estimate. The
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original estimate had a contingency of $620,000, which is about 4.8% of the project cost. The
new budget has a total contingency of 10.5% or $1,416,000, which is about $800,000 more than
what was included in the original estimate. There are still too many unknowns to comfortably
reduce the contingency; however, there is the possibility that the City will not use all of the
contingency.
What are the Project Goals for Building Design?
The goal is to design buildings that are functional, sturdy, efficient, and as economical as
possible without sacrificing quality. For example, the majority of the floors will be exposed
concrete, which is economical, will lead to ease of cleaning, and will also have an industrial feel.
The project team believes that we have achieved these goals with the proposed site plans and
floor layouts.
Can the Project be Value Engineered?
The project team has already value engineered out $2.4 million from the first draft of the
project design and scope to get down to our current budget of $13,446,000. One of the large
savings came from combining the administrative building and the storage building into one,
which has saved on the HVAC system and on the construction costs. In addition, by combining
buildings, we were also able to upgrade the building material from pre-fabricated metal to tiltup concrete while saving money. The change in material will more than double the life of the
buildings from the expected 30 year lifespan of the metal buildings to about 60 years for
concrete tilt-up. Despite eliminating $2.4 million from the first draft, the proposed design
meets the vast majority of the stakeholders’ needs.
Staff believes any additional reduction in scope or quality of materials would result in significant
trade-offs. If directed to reduce more, it would mean cutting into essential items, such as
eliminating the mezzanine in the Motor Pool shop, downgrading earthquake resiliency, or
necessitating that we just build a shell of the motor pool and vehicle storage without the motor
pool being useable until we have enough funds to finish the building.
ALTERNATIVES & FISCAL IMPACT
There is $9.7 million allocated to the project in the Capital Project Fund. In addition, there is
$500,000 to be funded out of the Operations Services & Motor Pool Fund. In total, there is
$10.2 million in identified funding. At $13,632,000 (with the $186,000 in sustainability items),
there would be about $3.4 million in needed funding. Staff will bring funding options to the
Budget Committee in March.
RECOMMENDATION
Include the $186,000 in sustainability items in the project scope and provide direction and
feedback on the proposed plans.
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ATTACHMENTS
1. Site Diagram for Existing Conditions and New Site
2. Floor Layouts
3. Site Visual
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